ACTIVITY FOR THE WELLNESS AREAS
A solution for the wellness area or the relax area of accommodating, public and
private facilities, hotel and spa
Pavinil Activity befits all places or areas where you take care for of yourself: gyms, wellness centers,
spa, fitness and wellness areas, gym areas, and relaxation areas. It can also be used in places
intended for heavy use and playgrounds. Being elastic and very resistant, it is able to pave with
efficacy, rooms used for the cure of the person, making them comfortable and safe.
Pavinil Activity creates a warm, soft and safe floor; therefore, it is suitable for rooms for children and
elderly. It is perfect for reading rooms and baby areas.
Pavinil Activity is perfect in environments where you want a particularly resilient floor, safe in case of
falls, widely certificate, which has more quality of sound insulation. For example, it is recommended for
multi-purpose spaces, rehabilitation’s areas, local spa, where it is important to have cheerful floors and
easy to maintain.
Comfortable and safe
Activity is a heterogeneous PVC floor, multi-layer, composed of selected materials. The whole forms a
truly effective indoor floor.
The bottom layer shall ensure the required level of elasticity, absorbing the dynamic impact in order to
reduce the physical effort and risks of trauma and muscular.
A layer of glass fiber acts as a reinforcement to the bottom layer, enabling to obtain a particularly
high dimensional stability.
The intermediate layer is composed of white compact PVC, which provides, together with the lower
layers, more stability and resistance to deformation, besides guaranteeing a good sound absorption
and an adequate support for the coupling of the upper layer making it all very stable
The upper layers are composed of pure transparent PVC, with a thickness of wear of 0.40 mm. The
surface is slightly embossed, non-slip and non-reflecting. This ensures the right grip, the resistance to
wear, the ease of cleaning and it adjust the bounce of the ball,.
• Pavinil Activity is certified hygienic and not harmful to health.
• Maintenance and cleaning are easy and fast
• Moreover, they can be laid on existing floors without removing, checking only the flatness.

Pavinil Activity: technical PVC floor with high resistance
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